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 For my news framing analysis I looked at the first and second place routines from 

the individual event finals in gymnastics from the 2008 Olympics and compared NBC 

and BBCʼs commentaries of these routines. I was specifically looking for how the 

commentators from these two networks addressed the faults and deductions within 

these gold and silver medal routines. I watched the routines as commentated by NBC 

and BBC on YouTube. My research question is: How did the coverage of BBC and NBC 

differ during the 2008 Olympics gymnastics event finals in regards to addressing the 

deductions of the first and second place routines? I hypothesize that NBC will be more 

critical of the routines of non-American gymnasts compared to American gymnasts 

because four of the eight routines coded were done by American gymnasts. I also 

hypothesize that BBC will be overall less critical of the routines then NBC because none 

of these top routines were competed by British Gymnasts. 

 On the uneven bars, the the first place winner was He Kexin of China and the 

silver medal went to Nastia Liukin of the United States (however, itʼs important to note 

that they received the exact same score and a mathematical tie breaker was put in 

place to determine a winner). For He Kexinʼs routine, NBC pointed out two faults: a slow 

transition from the low bar to the high bar and a big deduction on a handstand. They did 

not further explain these deductions. BBC pointed out four different errors: a late turn, a 

slow swing, a late handstand and a loss of rhythm. Overall they gave a more detailed 

commentary of the routine and the faults within it compared to NBC. However, it is 



interesting to note, that neither NBC nor BBC mentioned the step that she took on the 

landing of her dismount, which would most likely to be the most obvious fault to those 

not familiar with the sport of gymnastics. For Nastia Liukinʼs routine, NBC mentioned 

two deductions: leg separation on pak salto (a transition from low bar to high bar) and a 

handstand pirouette that was not vertical. BBC only brought up one deduction, knee 

separation during her dismount. Its interesting that these two commentaries brought up 

totally different faults even though they were talking about the same routine. It is also 

interesting that NBC brought up the same number of faults on both routines. BBC 

brought up four times as many faults on He Kexinʼs routine compared to Nastia Liukinʼs 

routine. This particular competition disproves my theories that NBC would be biased 

toward the American competitor and that BBC would be overall less critical. 

 For the floor exercise competition, the top two finishers were gold medalist 

Sandra Izbasa of Romania and silver medalist Shawn Johnson of the United States. 

Interestingly, for both of these routines, NBC did not mention any deductions and gave 

very little commentary throughout the routines. BBC also did not bring up any 

deductions during Izbasaʼs routine, despite the fact that judges found almost a full point 

in deductions within her routine. BBC did bring up two deductions in Johnson routine, 

not hitting full splits (180 degrees) in her leaps and a slightly out of control landing. 

Again my hypothesis has been disproved, as NBCʼs commentary was equal in regards 

to deductions and BBC was more critical. However, since Johnson is American, the fact 

that NBC did not bring up deductions while BBC did could support an NBC bias by not 

bringing up faults within her routine. 



 In the Vault finals, the gold medalist was Hong Un Jong of North Korea and the 

silver medalist was Oksana Cusovitina of Germany. The vaulting competition requires 

the gymnasts two perform two different types of vaults. For Hong Un Jongʼs first vault, 

NBC pointed out that she landed out of bounds. BBC also mentioned that she landed 

out of line. For her second vault, NBC said that she had the same kind of landing 

problems. BBC said that she would receive a few tenths off on her landing and during 

the replay they said they she unnecessarily stuttered around on the landing. Again BBC 

was more specific with explaining the deductions and could be considered more critical. 

For Oksana Chusovitinaʼs vaults, NBC did not mention any deductions at all and 

actually only talked about her personal story. She was by far the oldest female gymnast 

at the Olympics at age 33, this was her 5th Olympics. Throughout her career she 

competed for the Soviet team, the Unified Team, Uzbekistan and finally Germany. She 

moved to Germany when her son was diagnosed with cancer and in exchange for 

treatment for him she agreed to compete on the German gymnastics team. While her 

story is very interesting, it could have been told before or after her vaults. Instead it was 

told during her vaults and viewers got no insight into any deductions she may have 

incurred. The commentators from BBC focused more on her gymnastics then her 

personal story. They did inform the audience that she would receive deductions on both 

of her vaults due to loss of form in her legs during her twists. They did mention her age 

and the fact that she is a mom, they did not go into as much detail as NBC did, at least 

not during her time competing in the vault finals. Despite the fact that this was the only 

women's gymnastics event of the Olympics that an American was not on the podium, I 

expected NBC to be more critical of both the gold and silver medalists because 



American Alicia Sacramone narrowly missed winning a bronze medal and was pushed 

back to fourth place due to these two competitors. 

 The last individual event final was the balance beam competition. In this 

competition American Shawn Johnson won the gold medal while her teammate Nastia 

Liukin won the silver medal. During Shawnʼs routine, NBC did not mention any specific 

deductions. They did mention that throughout the entire Olympics (prelims, team finals 

and all around finals) Shawn did not stick her beam dismount. Again with this routine 

she took a small step on the dismount, but NBC did not comment on that. BBC brought 

up three deductions in her routine, that she gives marks away on her split leap, that she 

landed deeply (chest down) on her full twisting somersault and they her split jump 

(different then split leap) was not quite a full split. However, they also did not mention 

the step on the dismount. For Nastia Liukinʼs routine, NBC did not mention any 

deductions. BBC mentioned that she had a “tiny loss of form” but did not mention on 

which particular skill. They also mentioned a forward hop that she took after her 

dismount. The commentary on these two routines does support the idea that NBC had a 

bias towards the American gymnasts, because neither mentioned any deduction while 

BBC did. However because the Americans finished in first and second place, I cannot 

comment on whether they would be more critical of a non-American gymnast compared 

to American gymnast in this competition. 

 This was a really interesting content analysis because what I thought would end 

up happening did not. My hypothesis of an NBC bias toward Americans and against 

non-Americans was not supported. My hypothesis that BBC would be less critical due to 

the fact that no gymnast from Great Britain won a medal at the Olympics was also not 



supported. It was also interesting to note, that not only the number of deductions that 

were reported differed between the two networks, but also which deductions were 

mentioned. This was especially apparent during the uneven bars competition where 

NBC and BBC mentioned completely different deductions during Nastia Liukinʼs routine. 

It was also interesting that NBC never mentioned the problems Shawn Johnson has 

with her leaps and jumps while BBC brought it up in both her routines. By just 

quantitatively counting how many times each network mentioned deductions, I would 

not have been able to see the specific differences with the coverage. By doing a 

qualitative analysis in addition to counting the mention of deductions I was able to get a 

better idea of how these two networks do their commentary and to see not only the 

differences but the similarities as well. 



Gymnast and Event NBC BBC

Vault 1st, Hong Un Jong, 
North Korea, 

1. First vault- Landed out of 
bounds

2. Second Vault- Same kind 
of landing problems

1. First Vaut- Out of Line on 
landing

2. Second Vault-A few tenths 
off on landing

3. 2nd Vault-Stutters around 
on landing

Vault 2nd, Oksana 
Chusovitina, Germany

No talk of deductions, just 
her personal story

1. First vault- lost form in the 
air

2. Judges will deduct leg 
form during last twist

3. Second- Vault - Again 
problems with the leg 
form. 

Bars 1st, He Kexin, China 1. Slow transition from low 
to high bar

2. Big deduction on 
handstand

1. Little bit late on turn
2. Slow swing
3. Late on handstand
4. 4. Loss of rhythm. 

Bars 2nd, Nastia Liukin, 
USA

1. Leg separation on pak 
salto

2. Pirouette not vertical

1. Knees apart in front 
somersault dismount

Beam 1st, Shawn Johnson, 
USA

1. Hasnʼt stuck dismount the 
entire Olympics 

1. Gives marks away on split 
leap

2. Lands deeply on full 
twisting somersault

3. Split jump not quite a full 
split

Beam 2nd, Nastia Liukin, 
USA

Didnʼt mention any 
deductions 

1. Hop forwards on dismount
2. Tiny Loss of form

Floor 1st, Sandra Izbasa, 
Romania

Didnʼt mention any 
deductions 

No mentions of any 
deductions

Floor 2nd, Shawn Johnson, 
USA

Didnʼt mention any 
deductions 

1. Not hitting full splits in 
leaps

2. Slightly out of control 
landing


